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 MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
 Special Secretariat for Foresight : Prime Minister’s Office (SOFI) 

Work for the Regional Gov. : Scenarios & Permanent Horizon Scanning 
mechanism 

INSPIRE 2023 : 2 art exhibitions at the MOMus-Contemporary Art Museum + 
COSMOS Cinema (Shanghai) 

 Eye of Europe : Horizon Project 

ESIR : High Level Expert group n the economic and societal impact of 
research and innovation (ESIR) 

Futures thinking programs in MOMus museums









A futures lab activity. Playing Cadavre Exquis, a famous surrealist game, for imagining futures.








One day I’ll be young, Installation and video by Eleni Perantzaki

Enable the dialogue between art and "science" and lay the 
groundwork for artists to explore and envision different 
alternative futures. 

  

 Using as a source of inspiration the 3 scenarios for 2050 
composed by the Millennium Project, a full-day participatory 
workshop was designed where artists used foresight tools to 
explore different futures.


 So as part of the futures lab, the artists understood the way 
each one envisions the future differently, spotted megatrends/
trends/weak signals/black swans, created alternative future 
scenarios, and


 Created their future selves by playing Cadavre Exquis, a 
famous surrealist game. 


 Finally, the 42 artists navigated through the Millennium 
Project's scenarios for 2050 and put flesh to them in complete 
silence.









The barbarisms of 2023 

 Visitors to the exhibition at MOMus-Museum of 
Contemporary Art, will be able to view the works created and 
also participate in a unique voting activity.  

 If we look back, 100 years ago, many of the things our ancestors 
did, are now considered barbarisms and disgust us... slavery, racial 
discrimination, the absence of free education and health care, and 
the criminalized homosexuality.  

 Well, 4CF The Futures Literacy Company did a survey 
involving about 90 futurists and came up with a list of such 
barbarisms,  

 and in MOMus we urge visitors to close their eyes, think of a better 
world 100 years from now, and vote for the behaviors of 2023 that 
might be considered barbarisms 100 years from now and disgust our 
descendants. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/4cf/
















 An HORIZON Europe project 

Foresight activities focusing on the ERA 

 Pilots, Mapping, Communication
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